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1 Plan for Today:

• Desirable properties for fairness

• Scheduler design

– Single level

– Multi-level. Why?

• Ways to achieve this for a single resource

– Lottery scheduling

– Non-randomized approaches

• Challenges when looking at multiple resources

• How to deal with this?

• DRF in practice

• Cluster workloads and why they matter.

2 Desirable properties

See examples in lecture to see what these end up meaning in practice.
From a more systems perspective, and what is described by Lottery

Scheduling

• Abstract/homogenous: The quantity used for making scheduling deci-
sions is not resource specific.

• Relative: The value of the resource changes depending on demand.

From a more game theoretic perspective, and what is described by DRF.
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• Sharing incentive: No one does better by running on 1
n

th of the re-
sources.

• Envy freedom: No process/task wants another’s allocation.

• Pareto efficiency: Increasing one allocation requires reducing the other.

• Strategy proof: No incentive to lie.

Do these apply to both schedulers we plan to talk about? Why or why
not?

What about weights? How do we incorporate that into these?

3 Some Scheduling Mechanics

Space vs time partitioning [See lecture slides and paper]

4 Some traditional scheduling algorithms

4.1 Round Robin

Arrange all tasks in some order, assign the ith resource to the imodnth task.
(where there are n tasks)

Does this meet any of the fairness properties?

4.2 Priority scheduling

Associate a priority with each process, assign resources to high priority pro-
cesses before low priority processes.

Leads to one obvious issue: starvation. Often solved by bumping up pri-
ority for waiting jobs: ensures jobs eventually get a chance to run. Still has
another problem: priority inversion. Generally solved with priority inheri-
tance.

Which of the desirable properties can we meet by seeting a fixed set of
priorities?

4.3 Why talk about these?

They sound simple, but lie at the heart of most implemented scheduling
systems. Why? They are simple and efficient to implement.
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5 Why is achieving fairness hard?

We read two of several 100 papers that look at how to implement fair schedul-
ing. Why is it so hard?

One big problem is how to update state, and efficiently decide what task
to run next. Another issue is fair over what time range, who do we have to
be fair for, etc.?

6 Lottery Scheduling

[See lecture slides and paper]

7 Other algorithms for single resources

The most widely deployed variant is CFS, the completely fair scheduler.
Basic invariant:

• All threads/tasks run once in a fixed interval (round interval R), defines
a notion of rounds.

• Each thread t has a weight wt associated with it.

• Each thread also has a variable vruntime associated that represents
time the thread has executed thus far.

At the beginning of a round all threads are inserted into a runqueue,
which is a priority queue where threads with smaller vruntime have higher
priority. Also for each thread we compute a timeslice for each thread t:
R∑
wi
wt. Basic algorithm: Scheduler picks thread with highest priority and

runs it for at most its timeslice (i.e., sets preemption timer for this inter-
val). When the thread is done running, either because it blocked or was
preempted, the scheduler updates its vruntime. If the thread is preempted,
the scheduler removes it from the runqueue and will not consider it again
in this round. If the thread is blocked, the scheduler will add it back to
the runqueue if it is unblocked before the round ends. This means a single
thread can run several times in a round. Repeat until runqueue is empty.

Differences from lottery scheduling: not randomized. Why did Linux go
down this path?

Which of the fairness properties does this algorithm meet?
Famous 2016 paper: “The Linux Scheduler: a Decade of Wasted Cores”.

Wasted cores => not pareto efficient? Why/how?
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8 Multiresource Scheduling

• Why does lottery scheduling or CFS not work anymore?

8.1 The DRF algorithm

• Assumptions: Space sharing for processes.

• Algorithm [See paper and slides]

• How to use this in practice?

9 A brief foray into cluster workloads

9.1 First a bit about benchmarking

There was a question about this on Campuswire. Here are some rules of
thumb that I think are useful to remember:

• When measuring performance and resource utilization you must un-
derstand what your system’s bottlenecks are. This has an impact on
whether your measurements are valid and how you should interpret
them. A few examples:

– Using throughput to deduce overheads (the question that was
asked)
The question the paper is asking is imagine you measure a 10%
decrease in throughput. You want to report how much additional
resource (e.g., how many additional CPUs) you use. The point is
there is insufficient information to deduce anything about resource
requirements here. Why?
Consider two cases: in one the baseline (i.e., the system compared
to which you see a 10% decline) used 50% of a CPU and another
where it used 100% of the CPU. In both cases no other processes
were running.
Now in this case, we need to know what is causing your 10%
degradation. Let us for illustrative purposes assume it is the
CPU. This must mean that your process is now using 100% of
the CPU and seeing a 10% reduction in throughput.
In the first case, this means that even after using 2x the amount
of CPU you are still performing a bit worse than the baseline.
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Surely your overhead is more than 2x. On the other hand in the
case where the baseline was already using 100% of the CPU, we
know that given no additional resources we are performing a 10%
worse. Note however even in the second case you cannot conclude
that you have 10% less resource efficiency, there is nothing in this
reasoning that implies that 10% additional resources would allow
you to meet the baseline performance.

– Latency and queue build up

9.2 Why look at the benchmark paper

Many (most?) scheduling problems and algorithms are motivated by data,
including traces, from various sources. For example, even DRF builds on the
idea of observations about job requirement distributions from Google. What
the paper is trying to convince you is that when evaluating or thinking about
these protocols we should consider how they generalize across different traces.
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